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Among the numerous methods used to analyze neuroimaging data, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is
commonly applied for binary classification problems. LDAs popularity derives from its simplicity and its compet-
itive classification performance, which has been reported for various types of neuroimaging data.
Yet the standard LDA approach proves less than optimal for binary classification problemswhen additional label
information (i.e. subclass labels) is present. Subclass labels allow to model structure in the data, which can be
used to facilitate the classification task. In this paper, we illustrate how neuroimaging data exhibit subclass labels
thatmay contain valuable information.We also show that the standard LDA classifier is unable to exploit subclass
labels.
We introduce a novel method that allows subclass labels to be incorporated efficiently into the classifier. The
novel method, which we call Relevance Subclass LDA (RSLDA), computes an individual classification hyperplane
for each subclass. It is based on regularized estimators of the subclass mean and uses other subclasses as regular-
ization targets. We demonstrate the applicability and performance of our method on data drawn from two
different neuroimaging modalities: (I) EEG data from brain–computer interfacing with event-related potentials,
and (II) fMRI data in response to different levels of visualmotion.We show that RSLDA outperforms the standard
LDA approach for both types of datasets. These findings illustrate the benefits of exploiting subclass structure in
neuroimaging data. Finally, we show that our classifier also outputs regularization profiles, enabling researchers
to interpret the subclass structure in a meaningful way.
RSLDA therefore yields increased classification accuracy as well as a better interpretation of neuroimaging data.
Since both results are highly favorable, we suggest to apply RSLDA for various classification problems within
neuroimaging and beyond.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Researchers commonly apply single trial analysis for the investiga-
tion of neuroimaging data. The main objective of such analysis is to
study the temporal and spatial properties of neural processes that the
experimental paradigm initiates. In a typical analysis scenario, a binary
classifier is trained on neural responses to two types of stimuli, which
can be measured with neuroimaging techniques such as EEG or fMRI.
The two types of stimuli give rise to two conditions/classes,1 and the

analysis task is to discriminate the data from two such classes.
Researchers have proposed various machine learning methods for this
classification task (Garrett et al., 2003; Lotte et al., 2007; Pereira et al.,
2009; Lemm et al., 2011). These methods differ in complexity (linear/
non-linear) as well as in additional assumptions about the distribution
of the data (Müller et al., 2003; Parra et al., 2005).

A problem with this approach, however, is that neuroimaging
studies may employ complex experimental paradigms that do not allow
for simple binary classification methods. Such complexity can arise from
several subconditions/subclasses, as multiple peculiarities may appear
within stimuli of the same type (i.e. the same class). Examples for an
fMRI and an EEG study are therefore depicted in Fig. 1A–B and briefly
described below.

Fig. 1A shows the experimental paradigm of a visual motion fMRI
study with two classes. The paradigm investigates the neural correlates
of upwards and downwardsmotion, with visual stimuli that have either
low, medium or high motion coherence. With the motion direction
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being the two classes (i.e. upwards vs. downwards), one can treat the
coherence level as a subclass.

Fig. 1B shows the experimental paradigm of an auditory EEG study
with two classes: attended and unattended stimuli. While random
sequences of three types of stimuli are presented, the subjects have
the task to attend to only one of them and ignore the other two stimuli.
When training a classifier on the single-trial event-related potentials
(ERPs) for attended vs. unattended stimuli, one can treat the stimulus
identity as subclass information.

Both above mentioned studies seek for neural correlates of a binary
classification problem, as illustrated in Fig. 1C. However, subclass infor-
mation is available for both studies. Subclass labels are marked with
different symbols and considering such information might be favorable
for the classification task. Fig. 1D, therefore, depicts three classification
approaches that researchers can apply for this data.

The global approach disregards any subclass information and there-
by assumes all subclasses of each class to be equal. This approach pools
data across all subclasses and computes only one classifier for the entire
dataset.

The subclass-specific classification approach is based on one classifier
for each subclass and thereby assumes each subclass to be distinct. This
approach reduces the amount of available data on which to train each
classifier.

The regularized approach presents a trade-off between the global
and the subclass-specific approaches. It computes a classifier for each
subclass separately, and uses the remaining subclasses for regulariza-
tion. The regularized approach thereby enables the researcher to exploit
any dependency or neighborhood structure that is present in the data.
The drawback to this approach, however, is that it requires the researcher
to estimate the additional regularization parameters onwhich it is based.

The aim of this article is to discuss the binary classification problem
with subclass information in the context of neuroimaging data. We
compare the three above mentioned approaches based on a reanalysis

of existing EEG and fMRI data. We also derive a novel regularized
approach – called Relevance Subclass LDA – that enables to exploit sub-
class information in a highly efficient way. We show that the proposed
method outperforms the global and subclass-specific approach. We
further show that Relevance Subclass LDA also delivers a distribution
of regularization parameters. One can visualize these parameters as
regularization profiles that can serve as a valuable tool for interpreting
the underlying subclass structure in the data.

The remainder of this article is organized into the following sections.
In the section ‘Methods’, we introduce the methodological details of
state-of-the-art classification methods and explain why they are less
than optimal in the presence of subclass structure. We then review
the concept of analytic shrinkage, demonstrating how it allows the
researcher efficiently to determine optimal regularization parameters.
Next, we introduce the novel classification method “Relevance Subclass
LDA,” which is based on shrinkage. We also describe two evaluation
data sets. Finally,we present results in the ‘Results’ section and conclude
with a discussion in the ‘Discussion’ section.

Methods

Linear classification for neuroimaging data

Linear methods such as linear support vector machines (SVMs) or
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) are commonly applied to analyze
neuroimaging data. There are three main reasons why researchers
prefer linear methods to more elaborate nonlinear methods (Misaki
et al., 2010).

• (Performance) After applying suitable steps for feature extraction and
processing, the classification performance of linear methods is on the
same level as non-linear methods—or even better (LaConte et al.,
2005; Krusienski et al., 2006; Misaki et al., 2010).

Fig. 1. Illustration of subclass structure in neuroimaging studies. Plot A shows the experimental paradigm of an fMRI study investigating upwards and downwards motion with several
coherence levels. The coherence level can be considered to be a subclass. Plot B depicts the design of an EEG study in which the subject's task was to attend to specific stimuli. The data
from both studies can be analyzed as a binary problem with subclass structure, as shown in plot C. Plot D visualizes three classification approaches for such data. The right column
shows the underlying assumptions about the subclasses for each approach.
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